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Recent development of cluster of diﬀerentiation (CD) antibody arrays has enabled expression levels of many leukocyte surface CD antigens to be monitored simultaneously.
Such membrane-proteome surveys have provided a powerful means to detect changes
in leukocyte activity in various human diseases, such as cancer and cardiovascular diseases. The challenge is to devise a computational method to infer diﬀerential leukocyte
activity among multiple biological states based on antigen expression proﬁles. Standard
DNA microarray analysis methods cannot accurately infer diﬀerential leukocyte activity
because they often fail to take the cell-to-antigen relationships into account. Here we
present a novel latent variable model (LVM) approach to tackle this problem. The idea
is to model each cell type as a latent variable, and represent the class-to-cell and cellto-antigen relationships as a LVM. Once the parameters of the LVM are learned from
the data, diﬀerentially active leukocytes can be easily identiﬁed from the model. We
describe the model formulation and assumptions which lead to an eﬃcient expectationmaximization algorithm. Our LVM method was applied to re-analyze two cardiovascular
disease datasets. We show that our results match existing biological knowledge better
than other methods such as gene set enrichment analysis. Furthermore, we discuss how
our approach can be extended to become a general framework for gene set analysis for
DNA microarrays.
Keywords: antibody microarray; latent variable model; Bayesian network; EM algorithm

1. Introduction
Leukocytes (white blood cells) play a critical role in the human immune system.
Several subtypes of leukocytes exist, including granulocytes, lymphocytes (T, B and
NK cells), monocytes and others. These leukocyte subtypes can be characterized
by diﬀerent subsets of cell surface proteins, called cluster of diﬀerentiation (CD)
antigens. The activity (in terms of absolute cell count, or density of expressed CD
antigens) of each leukocyte subtype is associated with inﬂammation, particularly in
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cardiovascular diseases [10, 15]. Therefore eﬃciently quantifying leukocyte activity
is important. Our laboratory has been developing a cell-captured antibody microarray platform that enables concurrent quantiﬁcation of many CD antigens [1, 2]. This
array platform has been successfully used to identify changes in the immunophenotype of various human diseases, such as leukemia [1, 2], heart failure [8, 9], and
coronary artery disease [4].
Standard DNA microarray analysis methods, such as diﬀerential expression (DE)
analysis, clustering and classiﬁcation, are used to analyze these antigen expression
proﬁles. However, essentially none of them can directly infer diﬀerential activity of
leukocyte subpopulations as they only focus on mining “interesting” antigen expression patterns. Currently we rely on manual inspection of the list of DE antigens
and their associated leukocyte subtypes to infer cellular activity. This approach is
subject to human bias, and does not scale to analyzing larger expression proﬁles.
Therefore the challenge is to devise a computational method that can accurately
infer diﬀerential leukocyte activity from a set of antigen expression proﬁles.
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Fig. 1. The mean expression values of a simulated “toy” dataset. The dark and light bars represent
antigen expression from normal individuals and diseased patients respectively.

We initially tackled this problem by gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) [19].
In this case, gene sets correspond to leukocyte subpopulations. However, we soon
discovered that the small number of genes and gene sets, and the large amount
of overlap among gene sets leads to incorrect inference of leukocyte activity. To
illustrate these problems, we constructed a simple “toy” dataset of two cell types T and B cells, where each expresses six CD antigens, and four of these are expressed
by both cell types (Figure 1). T cells were simulated to have elevated activity in
the diseased patients, while B cells activity remain unchanged. GSEA indicated
that neither T nor B cells was signiﬁcantly enriched in DE antigens, based on the
false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.70 and 0.69 respectively. Since the FDR calculated
by GSEA is related to the distribution of enrichment score of all the gene sets, a
large overlap between the two gene sets renders both gene sets insigniﬁcant. These
statistical problems are likely to be shared by other gene set analysis methods which
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Fig. 2. An exemplary latent variable model (LVM). The shaded nodes are observed variables while
the clear nodes represent latent variables. (a) The full model. (b) The eﬀective decomposition of
the full model.

use a hypothesis-testing approach [12]. Clearly we need an alternative approach that
takes the cell-to-antigen relationships into account.
In this paper, we present a probabilistic graphical modeling approach to solve
the problem. The main idea is to encode the observed data (antigen expression
and class labels) and unobserved entities (leukocyte activity) as a special type of
Bayesian network, called a latent variable model (LVM). The structure of the LVM
is determined by the cell-to-antigen relationships, and the model parameters can
be learned from the data (see Figure 2(a) for an exemplary LVM). Once the model
parameters are learned, diﬀerential cellular activity can easily be obtained by performing probabilistic inference on the model.

2. Methods
2.1. Model specification
Our LVM consists of a set of variables X = {C, L, G}, which includes an observed
class variable, C, a set of m latent variables, L = {L1 , L2 , ..., Lm }, and a set of
k observed antigen expression variables, G = {G1 , G2 , ..., Gk }. In this paper, the
latent variables represent the cellular activity status. These variables are connected
as a Bayesian network such that each Li is the immediate parent of a subset of G
corresponding to the antigens that are expressed by that cell type, and each Li is
an immediate child of C (Figure 2(a)). For convenience, we denote the set of w(X)
X
parents and d(X) descendents of any variable X as π(X) = {π1X , π2X , ..., πw(X)
}
X X
X
and δ(X) = {δ1 , δ2 , ..., δd(X) }. We further denote the set of possible realizations,
or the state space, of each variable X to be S(X). Each node X is associated with
a conditional probability distribution (CPD), which is the probability distribution
of X given the state of its parents, i.e., P (X|π(X)). Using the standard Bayesian
network approach, the joint probability distribution (JPD) of the LVM can be
decomposed as the product of local CPDs:
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p(Li |C)

i=1
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∏
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]
p(Gi |π(Gi ))

(1)

i=1

We observe that the terms p(Gi |π(Gi )) do not generally decompose because
each Gi can have many parents. Full parameterization of this CPD can result in a
large computational burden during parameter estimation. Therefore we introduce
an assumption here to further simplify the JPD:
Gi
Gi
p(Gi |π(Gi )) = p(Gi |π1Gi , π2Gi , ..., πw(G
) = p(Gi |π1Gi )p(Gi |π2Gi )...p(Gi |πw(G
) (2)
i)
i)

The above assumption decomposes the poly-tree structure of the LVM into a
tree by eﬀectively duplicating those Gi with |π(Gi )| > 1 (Figure 2(b)). This leads
to the following eﬀective decomposition of the JPD:

p(X) = p(C)

m
∏
i=1


p(Li |C)

∏

d(Li )


p(δjLi |Li )

(3)

j=1

The LVM is associated with a set of model parameters, which are used to specify
the CPDs. We model P (C) as a multinomial distribution, where S(C) is the set
of distinct class labels. Since P (C) is the relative frequency of each distinct class
label, it can be directly estimated from the dataset. We model P (Li |C) as a binary
variable where S(Li ) = {inactive, active}. Each P (Li |C) is associated with 2|S(C)|
parameters, each specifying the probability of Li being active or inactive in each of
the |S(C)| classes. P (Gi |π(Gi )) is modeled as a Gaussian distribution with means
2
2
{µGi ,1 , .., µGi ,w(Gi ) }, and variances {σG
, .., σG
}.
i ,1
i ,w(Gi )
One major consequence of the decomposition of the JPD in Equation 3 is that
data of some nodes are duplicated. In general, such duplication of data may lead to
bias in parameter learning. To alleviate this problem, we down-play the contribution
2
2
of each duplicated antigens Gi by scaling up the set of variances {σG
, .., σG
}.
i ,1
i ,w(Gi )
The basic idea is that antigens that are expressed by more than one cell type should
have higher expression variability compared to antigens that are expressed by only
one cell type. Therefore, we ﬁx the variance of antigen expression per cell to be
2
proportional to the number of parents, i.e., σi,j
= w(Gi )r × σ 2 , where we use r = 3
in this study since it works well in practice. The more parents Gi has, the higher
is its expression variance. Using this formulation, the set of parameters that have
to be estimated from the model is Θ = {θL1 |C , ..., θLm |C , θG1 |π(G1 ) , ..., θGk |π(Gk ) }
where θLi |C = p(Li |C), and θGi |π(Gi ) = {µGi ,1 , .., µGi ,w(Gi ) }.
2.2. Parameter learning using EM algorithm
Here we describe an eﬃcient algorithm to obtain an approximate maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the LVM parameters from data. Since our model contains latent variables, we learn parameters by the expectation maximization (EM)
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approach [5]. The main idea of the EM algorithm is to iteratively calculate the
expected distribution of the latent variables (E-step) and then use the results from
E-step to re-estimate the MLE (M-step). Since the log likelihood of the model increases after each iteration of E- and M-step, the algorithm terminates when the
expected log-likelihood of the model converges.
Given the observed data of array u, the E-step ﬁnds the expected distribution
of the latent variables, qu (L|C, G, Θ(t−1) ), based on the current parameters. Using
the eﬀective decomposition in Equation 3, we can decompose qu as well:
qu (L|C, G, Θ(t−1) ) = p(L1 , L2 , ..., Lm |G1 , G2 , ..., Gk , C)
p(L1 , L2 , ..., Lm , G1 , G2 , ..., Gk , C)
= ∑
S(L) p(L1 , L2 , ..., Lm , G1 , G2 , ..., Gk , C)
p(L1 |C)p(δ(L1 )|L1 )
p(Lm |C)p(δ(Lm )|Lm )
... ∑
p(L
|C)p(δ(L
)|L
)
1
1
1
S(L1 )
S(Lm ) p(Lm |C)p(δ(Lm )|Lm )

= ∑

= qu (L1 |C, G, Θ(t−1) )...qu (Lm |C, G, Θ(t−1) )
Such decomposition implies that expected distribution of L is the product of the
expected marginal distribution of each Li , which can be computed by:

qu (Li |C, G, Θ

(t−1)

)= ∑

p(Li |C)

S(Li )

∏ di
j=1

p(Li |C)

p(δjLi |Li )

∏d(Li )
j=1

p(δjLi |Li )

The M-step re-estimates Θ using the set of qu calculated from the previous E-step. Given the antigen expression data {e1,1 , ..., en,k }, and the class labels
{c1 , ..., cn }, where n is the number of arrays and k is the number of antigens, we
can calculate the MLEs as follows:
∑n
p(Li |C) =

u=1 qu (Li |C, G)

n

µLi ,j

∑n
e × qu (Li |C, G)
∑n u,j
= u=1
u=1 qu (Li |C, G)

Since there is no known eﬃcient way to obtain the best initial parameters, we
turn to a heuristic approach. The idea is to iteratively try out diﬀerent random
initial parameters. We select the parameter set that produces a model with the
highest likelihood score after two iterations of EM. In general, the more random
initial parameter sets being tested, the higher chance of ﬁnding the optimal one.
2.3. Model analysis
Once the model parameters are estimated, diﬀerential cellular activity can be obtained by inspecting the set of P (Li |C). To quantify the extent of diﬀerential cellular
activity, we use total correlation Ctot (Li , C) [20] to measure the extent of dependency between Li and C. Total correlation can be calculated by:
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Ctot (Li , C) =

∑

[
p(l, c) log

l∈S(Li ) c∈S(C)

p(l, c)
p(l)p(c)
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]

where p(Li ) and p(C) are the marginal distributions of Li and C respectively. If
Li and C are statistically independent, Ctot becomes 0. In general, a higher Ctot
implies that Li is more strongly dependent on C, and therefore more diﬀerentially
active.
3. Results
3.1. Analysis of the toy example
Here we analyze the toy example described in the introduction (Figure 1) using
our LVM approach. We performed 20 iterations of search heuristics (described in
Section 2.2) to obtain the initial values, then performed 20 iterations of EM procedures. By inspecting the set of P (Li = active|C), we observe an increase in T cell
activity in patients with disease compared to healthy individuals (Figure 3(a)). The
Ctot of T and B cells are 1.0 and 0.052 respectively (Figure 3(b)), which correctly
implies that T cell is the only cell type that is diﬀerentially active. Moreover, we
observed that the total correlation results converge after the ﬁrst two EM iterations,
implying that our results are stable.
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Fig. 3. Results of LVM analysis of the simulated toy example shown in Figure 1. (a) A plot
showing the probability of each cell type being active in each condition. The dark and light bars
represent the healthy and diseased individuals respectively. (b) The Ctot of T and B cells.

3.2. Re-analysis of two cardiovascular disease datasets
Two cardiovascular disease datasets [4, 9] were re-analyzed using our LVM approach.
All data were generated in our laboratory using an 82 spot antibody array platform.
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In the original studies, only peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs), which
include T cells (T), natural killer cells (NK), B cells (B) and monocytes (M), were
investigated. The set of CD antigens being expressed by each leukocyte subpopulation is shown in Table 1. The set of CD antigens that are not expressed by any
PBMCs are also listed here under the category Others, and should be regarded as
a negative control for the analysis since it should not be diﬀerentially active. After data ﬁltering and normalization (discussed in the original studies), the datasets
were analyzed by our LVM approach. For each dataset, we performed 100 iterations
of heuristic search to obtain the initial parameters, then performed 20 iterations of
EM procedures to obtain the model parameters.
Table 1.

A list of all CD antigens expressed by each type of PBMC.

Leukocyte

CD antigensa

T cell (T)

TCR a/b TCR g/d CD1a CD2 CD3 CD4 CD5 CD7 CD8 CD9 CD11a CD11b
CD11c CD16 CD25 CD28 CD29 CD31 CD37 CD38 CD43 CD44 CD45 CD45RA
CD49d CD49e CD52 CD54 CD56 CD57 CD60 CD62L CD80 CD86 CD95 CD102
CD103 CD120a CD122 CD126 CD128 CD130 CD134 CD154
CD1a CD2 CD5 CD9 CD11a CD11b CD11c CD19 CD20 CD21 CD22 CD23
CD24 CD25 CD29 CD31 CD32 CD37 CD38 CD40 CD44 CD45 CD45RA
CD45RO CD49d CD52 CD54 CD62L CD77 CD79a CD79b CD80 CD86 CD95
CD102 CD120a CD122 CD126 CD130 CD138 HLA-DR l FMC7 k
CD1a CD4 CD9 CD11a CD11b CD11c CD13 CD14 CD15 CD16 CD29 CD31
CD32 CD33 CD36 CD37 CD38 CD40 CD43 CD44 CD45 CD45RA CD45RO
CD49d CD49e CD52 CD54 CD60 CD61 CD62L CD64 CD65 CD80 CD86 CD88
CD95 CD102 CD120a CD122 CD126 CD128 CD130 HLA-DR
CD2 CD7 CD8 CD11a CD11b CD11c CD16 CD25 CD29 CD31 CD38 CD43
CD44 CD45 CD45RA CD45RO CD49d CD49e CD52 CD56 CD57 CD62L CD95
CD102 CD120a CD122 CD128 CD130
CD10 CD34 CD41 CD42a CD62E CD62P CD66c CD71 CD117 CD135 CD235a

B cell (B)

Monocyte
(M)

Natural
Killer (NK)
Others

Note: a These relationships were extracted from the oﬃcial poster of the Eight International
Workshop on Human Leukocyte Diﬀerentiation Antigens.

Brown et al. [4] studied two major coronary artery diseases (CAD): stable angina
pectoris (SAP), and unstable angina pectoris (UAP). The dataset consists of antigen
expression proﬁles from 15 SAP patients, 19 UAP patients and 19 healthy donors.
Brown et al. manually mapped 19 DE antigens with the leukocytes that express
them, and concluded that the observed patterns support a drop in T cell activity and
an elevation in monocyte activity. Our results support their conclusion. Additionally
we observe a drop in NK cell activity in CAD patients (Figure 4(a)-(b)). Unlike the
original analysis by Brown et al. [4], we excluded granulocytes from our analysis
since they are not PBMC. As noted by Brown et al., the presence of granulocytes
speciﬁc CD antigens may be an experimental artefact.
Lui et al. [9] studied two major aetiologies of heart failure (HF): ischemic heart
disease (IHD), and idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy (IDCM). Their dataset consists of antigen expression proﬁles from 22 IHD patients, 15 IDCM patients and 19
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healthy donors. Our results (Figure 5(a)-(b)) show that HF patients have decreased
NK cell activity and elevated monocyte activity. Further, we found that T cells are
down-regulated in IHD patients but not in IDCM patients.
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Fig. 4. The LVM analysis result of Brown et al.’s data. (a) The conditional cellular activity plot.
(b) The Ctot of various leukocyte populations.
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Fig. 5. The LVM analysis result of Lui et al.’s data. (a) The conditional cellular activity plot.
(b) The Ctot of various leukocyte populations.

In general, our approach indicates that there are decreased T and NK cell activity and increased monocyte activity in cardiovascular patients compared to healthy
donors. An increase in monocyte count is known to be linked to various cardiovascular conditions [13, 14, 21]. In our arrays, all CD antigens in NK cells represented
in our arrays are also expressed by other leukocytes in this study (primarily because
NK cells are a sub-lineage of T cells). None of the original studies found diﬀerential
activity of NK cells, since their changes are attributed to other classes of leukocytes. However, our model detected a strong signal for decrease in NK cells activity
in both CAD and HF compared to healthy donors. This drop in NK cell activity
is supported by the literature [7]. T cell activity is down-regulated in CADs and
IHD, but not in IDCM. This is again consistent with previous ﬁndings which link
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decreased T cell count with myocardial infarction [3]. Our results correctly indicate
no diﬀerential activity for the Others category in both studies.
In addition to our LVM analysis, we performed GSEA [19] on the two datasets.
We used version 2 of the Java GSEA program [23]. Default parameters were used for
all analyses. Only half of those true diﬀerentially active leukocyte subtypes (according to known biology and visual inspection of the data) are considered signiﬁcantly
enriched with DE antigens by GSEA (Table 2). The signiﬁcant enrichment of B
cells in Lui et al.’s dataset contradicts the results from manual data inspection and
known biological knowledge. The results indicate that our LVM approach is superior to GSEA in terms of identifying biologically meaningful diﬀerential leukocyte
activities. We note that general conclusion holds even when a nominal P -value is
used to determine statistical signiﬁcance.
Table 2.

Results from GSEA. Gene sets with FDR≤ 0.25 are deemed signiﬁcant (in bold).

Analysis
control
control
control
control

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

SAP
UAP
IHD
IDCM

Up-regulated in control (FDR)

Up-regulated in disease (FDR)

T (0.11) , B (0.66), NK (0.49)
T (0.27), NK (0.54)
T (0.051) , B (0.17), NK (0.17)
T (0.25), B (0.15), NK (0.15)

M
M
M
M

(0.33),
(0.62),
(0.64),
(0.34),

Others
Others
Others
Others

(0.87)
(0.95), B (0.9)
(0.63)
(0.67)

4. Discussion
There has been a great interest in applying probabilistic graphical modeling (PGM)
techniques to analyzing microarray data. Applications of PGM include pathway
discovery [17], regulatory gene modules discovery [16], inferring alternative splice
variants [18], and inferring gene network structures [6]. One advantage of PGM is
that it allows structural information (relationships between variables) and systems
dynamics (expression values) to be integrated under a simple yet theoretically sound
framework.
There are two main contributions in this paper. The ﬁrst is the application of
PGM to the inference of diﬀerential leukocyte activity using antigen expression proﬁles. The re-analysis of the two real datasets clearly demonstrates the applicability
of our approach to discover biological knowledge. With an increasing number of
arrayed antibodies and more reliable experimental protocols, this cell-captured antibody array technology should become increasingly useful in both basic biological
investigations and clinical diagnostic applications.
To demonstrate the merit of our approach, let us consider the mean expression
value of all the CD antigens expressed by T cell in the Brown et al. dataset as an
example (Figure 6). The changes in expression patterns across all these antigens
diﬀer a lot since many antigens are expressed by other leukocytes. We notice that
the expression patterns of those cell speciﬁc antigens are much more informative
in elucidating the cellular activity. However, removing those antigens expressed by
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multiple leukocytes is not desirable since some leukocytes do not express, or express
only one or two, cell speciﬁc CD antigens (like NK cells in this study). Therefore
our LVM model provides a general framework for such inference.
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Fig. 6. The mean antigen expression levels of the CD antigens associated with the T cells from
the Brown et al. dataset. The CD antigens in the barplots are sorted according to the number
of diﬀerent cell types that express it. The antigens on the left of the vertical line represent T
cell speciﬁc CD antigens. The dark, gray and light bars represent healthy donors, SAP and UAP
patients respectively.

Our second contribution is to introduce a novel LVM approach for microarray
gene set analysis. Our model is similar to the hierarchical naı̈ve Bayes model proposed by Zhang et al. [22], except that our LVM consists of strictly one level of
latent variables, and our LVM network structure is known a priori. Since the network structure of the LVM is given by biological knowledge, our method eliminates
the need to perform computationally expensive structural learning.
In this work we also present a computationally eﬃcient method to learn the
conditional probabilities associated with the latent variables. The computational
eﬃciency is achieved by the product assumption in Equation 2, which leads to the
decomposition of the JPD (Equation 3). To avoid losing the antigen overlapping
information, we made the second assumption that antigens which are expressed by
multiple cell types have higher expression variability. This assumption eﬀectively
gives more weight to cell type speciﬁc CD antigens. As a result, the antigen over-
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lapping information is retained without increasing the computational complexity
in parameter learning. The eﬀectiveness of our approach is demonstrated by the
analyses of a simulated and two real datasets.
We propose that our LVM approach can be used as a general framework for
ﬁnding diﬀerentially expressed gene sets in DNA microarrays. Since the initial publication of GSEA [11, 19], many gene set analysis methods emerged [12]. All of
them use a hypothesis testing approach to deﬁne interesting gene sets. However, as
indicated by our toy example, the correctness of the results depends on meeting a
set of assumptions which may be biologically or technically unrealistic. Our LVM
approach is not based on hypothesis testing, so the aim of our method is not to
ﬁnd signiﬁcantly diﬀerentially expressed gene sets, but to map the gene expression
proﬁles into the hidden gene set expression space.
In general, there are many possible formulations of the CPDs in our model. We
are currently investigating the CPD formulation that is most suitable for general
gene set analysis. Moreover, we will investigate the use of other learning techniques
to achieve more robust estimates of the model parameters. Nonetheless, this paper
presents a conceptually new approach to perform gene set analysis.
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